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Synopsis
Open stoping has become a popular mining method in hard rock mines, not only due to the safety of the method as a non-entry approach, but also because of the high extraction rate and low costs. At mine sites, stope performance is evaluated by calculating stope overbreak using the stability chart. However, limitations of the stability chart regarding the precision of the predictions, non-consideration of factors such as the influence of blasting, and the exclusion of underbreak have led to non-optimal designs. The capabilities of today's computers have increased the amount of data being collected and the power of models being built. This article presents a step towards a new stope design approach where stope overbreak and underbreak are measured and georeferenced using octrees at an approximately cubic metre resolution and predicted using multivariate statistical models (partial least square, linear discriminant analysis, and random forest). Results show that overbreak and underbreak location along the design surface and their magnitude are predicted with good precision using a random forest model. These predictions are used to build the expected geometry of the open stope. The resolution of the data and the use of multivariate analysis has enabled the prediction of variation in stope performance along the design surface, going well beyond the simple qualitative per stope face prediction provided by a traditional stability chart approach.
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Introduction
When designing and mining an open stope, the goal is to create a final void geometry which is stable and closely matches the designed geometry. However, what commonly occurs when extracting open stopes is the unintentional mining of volumes of overbreak (OB; rock or backfill material mined outside of the design volume) and underbreak (UB; rock in the design volume left behind). This can have a strong operational and economic impact on the mine as it can cause stability issues which extend to the adjacent mining excavations, dilution of ore with waste material, the loss of ore reserves that are no longer recoverable, or problems at the mill which is optimized for expected grades and rock chemistry. Therefore, identifying the root cause factors of stope OB and UB enables the mine's engineers to understand stope performance. This knowledge is then used when designing open stopes to minimize stope OB and UB and to maximize the value realized from mining.

The stability chart is a popular predictive tool used in current stoping practices (Mathews et al., 1981; Potvin, 1988; Nickson, 1992). This chart is an empirical and bivariate tool that qualitatively predicts the stability of a stope face and assesses a stability number, which is calculated from the geomechanical properties of the rock mass and the hydraulic radius, which is derived from the planned geometry. Based on the results, a decision is made regarding stope dimensions or the need for ground support. Once mining has started, the use of the stability chart as an optimizing tool is limited as it does not quantify operational parameters that can be modified for optimizing stope performance, e.g. blasting parameters. The stability chart is not capable of assessing UB, which is largely controlled by operational parameters not considered by the method. Therefore, the use of the stability chart is best suited at the feasibility stage (or the life-of-mine stope planning step) when the approximate dimensions of the stopes and sequence need to be decided.

Site-specific tools can also be developed using their own reconciliation data. However, workshops conducted in Australia and Canada in 2019 highlighted that root cause analysis is done for OB at all participating mine sites, but only some mines do it for UB. Furthermore, they still use the stability chart developed over 40 years ago to assess stope stability and do not use any tools to predict UB (Potvin et al.,
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Important parameters that have a major impact on the stope performance, such as faults, undercut, stand-up time, and blasting, are not considered in the standard stability chart (Clark and Pakalnis, 1997; Wang, 2004; Potvin et al., 2016; Guido, Grenon, and Germain, 2017; McFadyen, 2020). Despite the evolution of technology increasing the amount and type of data collected at mine sites and the computational methods for quantifying these parameters, these parameters are not currently used for prediction of stope performance.

The common mining practices described above highlight the need for developing a new stope design approach that incorporates the different parameters critical to stope OB and UB in order for mines to understand, predict, and optimize stope performance at the design stage. A novel approach to predict and optimize the outcome of a planned stope can be developed, thanks to a combination of increased computational capabilities, powerful multivariate statistical analysis (Guido and Grenon, 2018; McFadyen, 2020), and reconciliation tools at a significantly finer resolution (Woodward et al., 2019).

Building towards a new stope design methodology, this paper will show how multivariate statistics and data measured at an approximately cubic metre resolution (referred to here as octrees) is used to predict stope performance, giving information and knowledge at the design stage for the optimization of stope performance and mine planning. This approach presents many novelties due to the resolution of the analysis (per octree) and the wide range of parameters considered which are known to impact stope performance. Georeferenced points along the design surface are efficiently obtained with the octree data structure, providing much better predictions and spatial representation of stope OB and UB compared to a per-face prediction. This research represents a significant leap for the capability of mine sites to optimize stope performance at the design stage. The following work details the statistical analysis approach and presents the results of a case study.

**Literature review**

The stope design process can be divided into four main steps (Potvin et al., 2020):

- Life-of-mine stope planning
- Stope design
- Operation and execution
- Reconciliation.

Predicting stope performance is an empirical process that utilizes information gathered from the final reconciliation step to develop a tool that can be integrated into the first two steps of the design process. Stope reconciliation compares the design and mined geometry to quantify the OB and UB (Figure 1).

This step is typically done at two levels of resolution, on a per-stope and per-face basis. The total volume and percentage are quantified and, at a per-face resolution, the linear equivalent overbreak slough first introduced by Clark, 1998 (ELOS; Figure 2) and the linear equivalent loss ore (ELLO) are also quantified.

The mined surface is generated by a cavity monitoring system scan (CMS; Miller, Potvin, and Jacob, 1992). A CMS uses a laser rangefinder mounted on a head that tilts and rotates 360° to survey a cavity from one of the entry points. The scan generates a point cloud which can then be meshed for analysis. The resolution will depend on the density of points set by the surveyors. Multiple CMS scans can be done at different times to follow the evolution of the void. However, the CMS used for the reconciliation is the final scan done once mucking is finished. The accuracy is typically 2 cm, but the scan can be affected by external factors such as fog, dust, ground support mesh, or irregular surfaces. These will cause shadowed areas for part of the stope, preventing adequate interpretation of the actual geometry. It is possible to get around these limitations by doing multiple scans from different entry points.

The predictive tools can be based on the mine’s own data as mining progresses or on a stope database built from other mines that employ similar methods and have analogous conditions. The latter approach is comparable to the stability chart (Figure 3), which is the most widely used predictive tool at the life-of-mine stope planning step. The stability chart qualitatively estimates OB on a per-face basis. This tool is well adapted for this step.
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as no reconciliation data is available from the mine and only
gamechanical and geometrical data are quantified. The stability
chart is also commonly used at the stope design stage, although it
does not offer possibilities for optimization.

As stope extraction progresses, data from the reconciliation of
the mined stopes becomes increasingly available and can be used
to develop a site-specific predictive tool. These tools use a statistical
approach for a given resolution of reconciled data. Existing
predictive tools generate predictions on a per-face basis, as this is
the finest resolution being processed for most mines (Potvin et al.,
2020). Mines generally predict an OB volume as the ELOS using
parameters averaged over the whole face. They also tend to focus
on specific faces such as the hangingwall (Potvin et al., 2020). UB
tends to not be considered during these assessments. A new and
finer detailed reconciliation process where data is reconciled on a
per-octree basis allows for a more refined and complete prediction
(Woodward et al., 2019).

Octrees represent georeferenced blocks which cover the design
and mined three-dimensional (3D) space. A finer resolution
of blocks is obtained along the design and mined surfaces by
recursively subdividing the 3D space until the desired size or
resolution of the octrees (usually ≤ 1 m) is obtained (Figure 4). The
stope performance is quantified for each octree block on the design
surface by calculating a projected distance, which is defined as the
distance in the direction normal to the design between the design
and mined surfaces. Positive values represent OB while negative
values represent UB.

Different statistical methods exist for building a predictive
model. The ability of a model to generate accurate predictions
will depend on the type of data and its distribution, along with
the relationship between the parameters. The statistical model
can be obtained by using a supervised method, which means, in
this specific case, the stope performance data is used for building
the model. The method used to build the model can be linear,
discriminant, tree-based, additive, or a neural network (Hastie
et al., 2017). The model can also be obtained using an unsupervised
method, meaning, in this specific case, the stope performance is not
considered when building the model but can be used later to analyse
the applicability of the model to distinguish stope performance.
These methods are usually based on cluster analysis or principal
component analysis (Hastie et al., 2017).

Current statistical approaches for predicting stope performance
vary from a bivariate to a multivariate decision-making process. In
all cases, a supervised method is used to calculate the predictions,
but some do utilize concepts of unsupervised methods to create
the charts used for predictions. The stability chart is a bivariate
approach, where the decision is made from two parameters (stability
number and hydraulic radius). The different zones (stable, unstable,
caving) can be separated using a discriminant method (Nickson,
1992). Mines can also create their own bivariate chart if the critical
parameters are known and quantified. However, these tend to be
limited in terms of predictive capabilities since there is most likely
more than one critical parameter affecting stope performance.

A multivariate approach is therefore the most suitable method
for generating accurate predictions. Multiple linear regression
(MLR; Wang, 2004; Hughes, 2011; Guido and Grenon, 2018) and
principal component logistic regression (PCR; Guido and Grenon,
2018) were shown to improve the OB predictions accuracy over
the stability chart on a per face basis. McFadyen (2020) has shown
that a partial least square model (PLS) can be used to generate
accurate predictions of OB in the hangingwall. Random forest
(Breiman, 2001) was used by Qi et al. (2018) and an artificial neural
network (McCulloch and Pitts, 1943) was used by Adoko et al.
(2022) to classify a face OB performance using geometrical and
gamechanical parameters.

Methodology

This article proposes a new empirical stope design approach to help
engineers with optimizing stope performance. This approach uses
data at an octree resolution to understand (through multivariate
statistical analysis) and predict (through a multivariate statistical
model) stope performance at the mine site. The methodology
for understanding and identifying the critical parameters using
multivariate analysis is detailed in McFadyen et al. (2023). The
critical parameters are used for predicting stope performance on a
point basis, giving detailed and spatial information of the OB and
UB. Furthermore, this allows for the generation of a predicted shape
of the final void (referred to as ‘predicted CMS’ in this article). The
acquired knowledge and predicted CMS can then be used during
stope design for optimization and planning. This article details the
prediction process from building to validating the models.

Octree data

The new stope design approach is based on data being quantified
and reconciled at an octree resolution. Using this resolution means
we are quantifying and predicting the spatial variation of the stope
performance along the designed stope shape. Figure 5 gives an
example of the spatial variation of stope performance captured
using octrees. For this example, predicting on a per-face basis would
give the thickness of OB and UB (ELOS and ELLO), but would

Figure 4—Illustration of the recursive process of octrees, as well as the octrees
defined along the design surface and the stope performance quantified by
calculating the distance in a direction normal to the design surface between
the design surface and the CMS for each octree (modified from McFadyen
et al., 2020)

Figure 5—An example of how stope performance can spatially vary along a
stope surface (McFadyen, Woodward, and Potvin, 2021)
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not allow identification of where the OB and UB would occur in the face, or the magnitude of OB or UB in specific locations. Using octrees, the stope performance is measured at thousands of georeferenced points, spatially capturing where OB and UB occur, as well as the spatial distribution of the parameters being analysed. We can therefore predict the magnitude of OB or UB in specific locations across the designed stope surface.

Another advantage of using data quantified at an octree resolution is that geometrical, geological, geomechanical, and operational parameters can be quantified, offering a wider range of parameters that can be considered than on a per-face basis. It also allows for optimization as operational parameters such as blasting can be integrated into the model.

**Multivariate predictive model**

Multivariate statistical models are used to generate the predictions. These models use multiple input parameters and previously mined stope data to predict the performance of the future stopes. While many different models exist, three models were tested and are discussed in this paper: PLS (Wold, 1966), linear discriminant analysis (LDA; Fisher, 1936), and random forest (Breiman, 2001). PLS is a linear approach that quantifies the covariance between the input parameters and stope OB and UB in order to make predictions. LDA is a discriminant approach that aims to correctly classify the octrees as OB or UB (for this paper) by finding the axis that best separates the two. Random forest is a tree-based method where multiple trees are generated to obtain a predictive value.

These models were selected due to previous use and performance on a per-face basis (PLS: McFadyen, 2020, and LDA: Nickson, 1992) as well as the random forest model’s ability to capture a complex data structure. The three models were developed through the free software environment R (R Core Team, 2021). PLS used the PLS package (Liland et al., 2020), LDA used the MASS package (Venables and Ripley, 2002), and random forest used the Ranger package (Wright and Ziegler, 2017).

**Statistical evaluation of model performance**

The data is separated chronologically into three groups to test the quality of the models during their construction. The first group represents the first 50% of the data, the second represents the following 25%, and the final group represents the final 25% of the data. This approach enables the user to train a model with the first group of data and then test the predictive performance on the second group, optimize the model variables and finally predict the third group of data. This allows verification of whether the model generates accurate predictions and determines which model is best suited for the data-set, all while minimizing overfitting by the model.

When evaluating the model’s statistical predictive performance, there are two aspects to consider. First, is whether an octree is correctly predicted as OB or UB, and secondly, is the predicted distance close to the actual projected distance. Based on the model’s performance, the parameters can be analysed to understand their relationship with OB and UB.

For the first case, the capacity of the model to correctly predict if OB or UB is generated at the octree's location is measured by using the confusion matrix presented in Table I. This table separates the data into four categories, allowing the user to evaluate the error rate for OB and UB.

| Table I |

Confusion matrix for a threshold of 0 m projected distance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted underbreak (UB)</th>
<th>Predicted overbreak (OB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual UB</td>
<td>True UB (TUB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual OB</td>
<td>False UB (FUB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table II |

Performance metric equations for evaluating the model’s capacity to classify an octree as OB or UB. Refer to Table I for the acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metric</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Accuracy            | \[
| Precision           | \[
| Sensitivity         | \[
| Specificity         | \[
| MCC                 | \[

TUB = true underbreak, TOB = true overbreak, FUB = false underbreak, FOB = false overbreak
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The ore. Stope dimensions will vary depending on the area of the mine, but stopes are around 25 m high, between levels, and 15 m to 30 m long (Hassell et al., 2015). Stope widths vary between 2 m and 35 m depending on the orebody thickness. The orebody reaches a depth of approximately 1 km.

Data overview
This article focuses on 49 transversal stopes mined between 2017 and 2020 (Figure 7a). Each stope is reconciled on a per-stope, per-face, and per-octree basis. Drifts are cut out of the design and CMS geometry by site personnel during the building and processing of the geometries. For this reason, stope faces identified as drift surfaces (floors and crown mostly) are excluded from the analysis. Additionally, stope faces that are mined against backfill are excluded from analysis due to their vastly different strength and stress conditions. The 49 transversal stopes were separated into three groups chronologically. The first group contained 24 stopes, the second 13 stopes, and the last 12 stopes. The models were built using data from the first group, which consisted of 200 000

Table III
Prediction error brackets for evaluating the model’s statistical performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error brackets</th>
<th>% &lt;0.5 m</th>
<th>% &lt;1 m</th>
<th>% &lt;2 m</th>
<th>% &gt;3 m</th>
<th>% &gt;4 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

environment where the variation in the geomechanical properties of the rock mass, as well as the variation between the mined and planned data, cannot be fully captured. Furthermore, blasting is not a precise cutting tool compared to a tunnel-boring machine, implying some uncertainty around the final excavation geometry. A linear regression fit will be passed through the data to visualize the general trend of the predictions. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$) will also be calculated to analyse the statistical quality of the regression. While the slope for the best linear fit in the data may not match the slope of the linear fit for a perfect model, it does not mean the predictions cannot be used at the design stage. The predictions can still indicate where OB and UB will likely occur and the expected magnitude. The reduced statistical significance arises from the model not precisely estimating the magnitude of the expected OB and UB. A visual analysis should be done in the end by comparing the predictions with the actual stope OB and UB to evaluate the performance of the model as the statistical evaluation does not describe spatial performance.

Case study
The Dugald River Pb-Ag mine is located in Queensland, Australia (Figure 6). Longitudinal and transversal stopes are used to extract

Figure 6 —Location of Dugald River mine, Queensland, Australia

Figure 7 —3D section view of the transversal stope database (a) and stopes part of group 3 used for predicting and testing the models (b)
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The parameters included in the analysis are presented in Table IV. These parameters correspond to the critical parameters identified in McFadyen et al., 2023 while assessing stope performance. Absent data occurs for the structural parameters since not all stopes have a fault in their vicinity. A maximum of 30 m between the fault and octrees is used in order to compute the distance and angle to fault. This distance was set based on the work by Woodward et al., (2019). For octrees with absent fault data a value must be given to include these octrees in the model since the model does not tolerate absent data. An arbitrary choice of a distance of 40 m is set and an angle of 100° in order to separate them from the octrees with fault data and keep them in the model.

Results

The overall statistical performance of the three predictive models is presented in Table V. Comparing the models, the random forest model performs better than the LDA and PLS based on the capacity to correctly predict octrees as OB and UB (67%) and the prediction error. It has a higher MCC (0.3) and a higher portion of octrees with a prediction error smaller than 0.5 m (39%) and 1 m (65%). Based on these statistical metrics, the random forest model performs well at predicting where OB and UB will occur as well as its magnitude, and would bring beneficial insight to the engineers.

After evaluating the statistical performance of the model, the predictions and the observations were visually compared in 3D space on the design surfaces. This innovative method predicts the spatial variation of the predictions to the actual CMS geometry. This is important as it will enable local verification of whether the predicted OB or UB matches the stope OB and UB. It also allows verification if the predictions would help the engineers in their decision-making since the prediction location is not considered in the statistical verification of the model’s performance. Overall, with the PLS model, around 50% of the faces predicted would lead the engineer to the right interpretation of the location of OB and UB in the face. This assessment is based on a side-by-side visual comparison of the predictions with the observed projected distance for each face. These results indicate little benefit of the PLS and LDA models in stope design as the results are as likely to be wrong as right. For the random forest, around 75% of the faces predicted would lead the engineer to the right interpretation of the location of OB and UB in the face based on the visual comparison. The success rate of the random forest model indicates that stope OB and UB are predicted at an octree resolution using a more complex statistical model with good confidence. Given the superiority of the random forest model at predicting stope performance, the following section will further explore the results of the model in order to give visual examples and discuss the accuracy, probabilities, and limitations of the approach.

Random forest

Predictions from the random forest model represent the average prediction of all trees in the model (Figure 8). The model performance is optimized for a given data-set by varying the number of trees generated, the number of parameters randomly picked at each node (from which, based on a specified criterion, the parameter that maximizes the separation of the stope performance is then selected for that node), and the weight of octrees with a
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![Random forest diagram for generating a prediction](image)

Figure 8—Random forest diagram for generating a prediction

large predicted distance (over 2 m OB or UB) when randomly picking the octrees used for each tree due to the lower frequency of these distances. Preliminary testing of these three variables was done using the second group of stopes to obtain the most accurate predictions possible with this method. Based on the preliminary testing, the model is built using 500 trees, randomly picking two parameters at each node and assigning a 3:1 weight ratio to the larger projected distances to ensure an accurate representation. This model was used for the prediction of the stopes in group 3 and to evaluate its performance.

**Statistical performance overview**

The predictions generated for group 3 are plotted against the observations in Figure 9. The points have been coloured according to their confusion matrix classification. Linear regressions have been overlaid, with the blue line representing the ideal linear fit for predictions and the red line representing the best linear fit that is obtained from the predictions. The linear regressions help show that the data does have a linear trend, but the slope is smaller than what is desired.

The statistical metrics presented in Table V indicates the octrees were correctly predicted as OB or UB 67% of the time. This means 67% of the design surface would be accurately depicted as OB or UB. The MCC value is 0.3, meaning the classification is not perfect (MCC = 1), but is not random either (MCC = 0), indicating the selected parameters are critical for determining where OB and UB will occur and the model allows the user to make the distinction between the two. The model performs better at predicting if an octree is underbroken (70%) compared to overbroken (57%). The RMSE is 1.26, meaning the average error is around 1.26 m. The distribution of the prediction error indicates that just under 40% of the octrees are predicted within 0.5 m of the actual projected distance, 65% under 1 m, and 88% under 2 m. Given that the median is under 1 m error, the higher average error is due to localized areas of the stope where OB or UB is underpredicted.

Also, given the prediction error distribution, when looking at the predicted stope surface it can be assumed that most of the surface is within 1 m of its actual position and the majority within 2 m. Knowing that the stope performance has a range of 10 m (projected distance between –4 m and 6 m), the model allows the expected value range to be decreased to 1 to 2 m much of the time and up to 4 m for the majority of instances. The practical outcomes of these projected distances for a 25 × 20 × 20 m stope with a 0.5 m error across the whole stope would represent 1250 m³ error on the final volume (or 12.5%), while a 2 m error would represent 5000 m³ error on the final volume (or 50%). This volume is, however, separated between OB and UB. Overall, the random forest model with the selected critical parameters at an octree resolution has enabled us to determine where OB and UB will occur for the majority of the surface, as well as the projected distance within 1 m in many cases, and 2 m for the majority. These are considered significant contributions to prediction of stope performance, as the following visual example and probabilities will show.

**Visual example**

To better visualize the quality and accuracy of the predictions, a stope example (stope A) is presented for which the predictions match the statistical results presented in Table V and discussed in the previous section. Figure 10 presents two views of stope A, showing the actual values, the predictions, and the prediction error side-by-side. The visual example shows that the statistical accuracy of the model allows visual depiction of where OB and UB will occur and in the most part, the magnitude. The following conclusions are drawn from this figure.

- The model predicts that the bottom of the hangingwall will be underbroken and the top part overbroken. The sidewall will be overbroken for the most part. The bottom of the footwall will be overbroken and the top part underbroken. UB will be observed in most of the corners.
- When compared with the actual CMS, we observe a similar trend overall, predicting OB where there will be OB and UB where there will be UB.
- The main difference between the predictions and the actual values is in the prediction of large magnitudes of OB and UB (over 2 m or under 1 m). As we can see from the prediction error (areas with errors over 2 m), the predictions underpredict the OB or UB.
- These discrepancies occur, for the most part, towards the side of the stope that is against backfill, which is not taken into account in the model. The probabilities discussed in the next sections will provide further information.

**Model accuracy**

The overall accuracy of the model indicated in Table V and the visual analysis indicate reliable results can be obtained for predicting

![Predictions versus observations for the random forest model](image)

Figure 9—Predictions versus observations for the random forest model. The points are coloured according to their confusion matrix classification. The ideal and best linear fit of the data are overlaid.
Predicting open stope performance through a random forest model using the critical parameters identified at the mine site. Further analysis indicates that the accuracy of the model will vary depending on the observed projected distance. Figure 11 shows that the majority of octrees with a projected distance between -2 m and 2 m have smaller errors than larger distances. This is due in part to the fact that there are fewer octrees with a projected distance over 2 m and under -2 m. Since the predictions from random forest are the result of averaging, they are less sensitive to extreme values and can underpredict the larger projected distances. However, for each prediction, the standard error is calculated as the standard deviation of the predictions based on the prediction of each tree. A probabilistic approach is therefore used to assess larger OB and UB.

**Probabilistic approach**

From the standard error and predicted value, the probability density function (PDF) is obtained as well as the probability density curve. A normal distribution is assumed in this case. Using the PDF, we calculate the probability of observing a given value or the probability that an octree’s projected distance will be larger or smaller than a specified distance. We also calculate a prediction interval within which the projected distance of the predicted octree is most likely to be for a given level of confidence. This means that for a level of 95% (calculated using the standard score), there is a 95% probability that the actual projected distance will be within the interval based on the model and selected observations.

Figure 12 shows the observed projected distance and the 60% prediction interval. The upper bound represents a probability that 80% of the model will see OB over 2 m, the top of the footwall. UB over 2 m and the top of the bottom drive in the sidewall will see OB over 1.5 m. Since the location is not considered in the model, adjacent octrees can show a different prediction interval. In such cases, engineering judgement should be used for interpreting these predicted distances.

Given the standard error of the predicted octree, the probability of observing the predicted value will vary (the probability decreases as the standard error increases) and reflects the level of confidence we can attribute to the prediction. Figure 13 shows the binned cumulative probability of the predicted projected distances versus the prediction error. The prediction error increases when the probability of observing the predicted distance decreases, indicating the model’s confidence in the prediction (higher probability), reflects the accuracy that can be expected based on the probability of the prediction. Small probabilities (larger standard error) for octrees are observed when some of the trees in the model will predict a wide range of projected distance. This would mean large and small OB or UB has been observed previously for octrees with similar parametric values, and therefore the probability of large OB.

![Figure 10](image1.png)

Figure 10—Stope A observed projected distances of the octrees on the left, the predicted distances in the middle, and the absolute prediction error on the right, from the random forest model. The face with no octree (dark green) is a backfill face.

![Figure 11](image2.png)

Figure 11—Prediction absolute error versus the projected distance for the random forest model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observed distance (m)</th>
<th>Predicted distance (m)</th>
<th>Predicted error (m)</th>
<th>Prediction error (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction absolute error (m)</th>
<th>Projected distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OB or UB is higher for these octrees and hence the standard error is larger. The probability groups merge into one line for prediction errors over 4 m. These errors are associated with octrees with large OB and UB distances and can be due in part to the model averaging; and also to the fact that the selected parameters do not fully capture the cause for these large OB and UB distances and that some critical parameters do not match the reality or are missing.

There are, however, some octrees for which the model would be misleading as the probability of the prediction is high (over 0.4, indicating a small standard error, usually under 2 m), but for which the prediction error is large (error over 2 m). These octrees were plotted in a 3D view to identify the causes for the model’s inaccuracy. Two observations were made. First, some of these octrees are randomly distributed and isolated, meaning the surrounding octrees were well predicted. These octrees would have limited effects on the visual interpretation of the predictions. Second, some of these octrees are grouped in clusters, meaning an area of a stope is not well predicted. From a visual analysis, these clusters are located in parts of the stopes that behaved abnormally. In the Figure 14, example, the large UB seems to be a muckpile left in the stope and therefore reflects the quality of the data and not the model.

Limitations

The quality of the predictions can vary from stope to stope and is attributed to the data quality, such as fault position being wrong or the OB and UB being controlled by different parameters than those that the model considers as critical. Sometimes an individual wall is not well predicted but the rest of the stope is. Figure 15 gives an example of inaccurate predictions where OB is expected for an UB region and vice-versa. The probabilities also failed to highlight the possibility of large OB in the footwall. From discussions with mine personnel, OB was expected due to the presence of a nearby fault in the hangingwall. Poor ground conditions were expected, which would have caused the rock to break towards the fault. The different outcome indicates information about the fault and its influence was inaccurate in this instance, which can occur because part of the structural model is inferred. The random forest does, however, perform better than the PLS and LDA model for this example.
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An example where the predictions were not accurate with the projected approaches to predicting stope performance. While PLS is a linear insight to the engineers during the design, unlike anything before. The random forest model performed better statistically and visually. The model would bring valuable information for engineers to make decisions.

The accuracy of each model at classifying the octrees is similar. The random forest model performs better than the other two models when looking at the statistical metrics (Table V). For the three cases, the model performed better at classifying UB than OB. Similar statistical trends were observed for the three models, but the random forest model performed better statistically and visually. The PLS model would lead the engineer to the right assessment 50% of the time compared to 75% of the time for the random forest when analysing stope face performance, which indicates a high success rate for the random forest model. The model would bring valuable insight to the engineers during the design, unlike anything before.

The PLS and random forest models take two different approaches to predicting stope performance. While PLS is a linear approach, random forest is a nonlinear approach and is better adapted for the complex interaction between blasting, the rock mass properties, the stope geometry, and stope performance. This is seen by the parameters’ importance in the models (Table VI), which change according to the predictive model. The PLS model assigns more importance to the equivalent radius factor (ERF) parameter and this is seen in the predictions as the projected distance increases towards the middle of the faces. For the random forest model, the stope geometry and orientation are important parameters for making a prediction. Since the model generates useful predictions, the parameters’ importance is used to interpret, to a certain degree, which parameters seem to influence the stope performance more. In this case, the blasting energy proxy, the stope geometry and orientation, and how the drifts cut the stope faces are probably the most important parameters for determining the stope performance, followed by the presence of faults.

Table VII presents the random forest model's performance at correctly classifying OB and UB according to the rounded projected distance. This allows the comparison of the model’s OB and UB classification performance according to the projected distance that was measured with the post-mining CMS. The distance was rounded to the lowest unit, creating 10 classes. The model is less accurate in classifying octrees with small OB (0 to 1 m) as OB (61%) but performs very well for classifying octrees with a larger projected distance of OB or UB (over 80%).

This indicates that the locations where large OB and UB occur have certain characteristics quantified by the parameters that indicate that OB and UB will occur in these locations and will reliably identify these octrees as OB or UB. Therefore, given the selection of parameters used, critical portions of the stope are efficiently classified as OB or UB. These locations are key for optimizing the design. These numbers also reflect the quality parameters selected.

In addition, probabilities are generated for the predictions with random forest which enables the user to develop a probabilistic approach to stope design. This means different geometry of the mined shape can be built. The engineer can build a mean and worst-case geometry for assessing the expected stope performance. Therefore, the random forest model is the recommended statistical multivariate model for generating predictions based on the models presented in this paper.

### Table VI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters’ importance in the model</th>
<th>PLS</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blasting energy proxy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERF</td>
<td></td>
<td>Blasting energy proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undercut</td>
<td></td>
<td>Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Undercut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directional measure fault</td>
<td></td>
<td>ERF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle to fault</td>
<td></td>
<td>Distance to fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borehole orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Directional measure fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip</td>
<td></td>
<td>Angle to fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directional measure development</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissimilarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissimilarity</td>
<td></td>
<td>ERF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The new proposed design approach enables the prediction of stope performance at an octree level. This means the location and magnitude of OB and UB are predicted, allowing the user to visualize the expected CMS in 3D and calculate volumes of OB and UB from it. This is a step change from current practice, which can only predict performance at individual stope surface scale without identifying the location of OB, while UB is ignored. Three separate multivariate statistical models were tested for predicting the projected distance of OB and UB. When choosing the best model, three criteria need to be considered: the classification of the octrees as OB or UB, the prediction error (how close is the prediction to the actual measure) and how the predictions compare to the actual CMS in a 3D view. It is important to validate the last criterion if the model is used in the stope design process to provide accurate information for engineers to make decisions.

The accuracy of each model at classifying the octrees is similar. The random forest model performs better than the other two models when looking at the statistical metrics (Table V). For the three cases, the model performed better at classifying UB than OB. Similar statistical trends were observed for the three models, but the random forest model performed better statistically and visually. The PLS model would lead the engineer to the right assessment 50% of the time compared to 75% of the time for the random forest when analysing stope face performance, which indicates a high success rate for the random forest model. The model would bring valuable insight to the engineers during the design, unlike anything before.

The PLS and random forest models take two different approaches to predicting stope performance. While PLS is a linear approach, random forest is a nonlinear approach and is better adapted for the complex interaction between blasting, the rock mass properties, the stope geometry, and stope performance. This is seen by the parameters’ importance in the models (Table VI), which change according to the predictive model. The PLS model assigns more importance to the equivalent radius factor (ERF) parameter and this is seen in the predictions as the projected distance increases towards the middle of the faces. For the random forest model, the stope geometry and orientation are important parameters for making a prediction. Since the model generates useful predictions, the parameters’ importance is used to interpret, to a certain degree, which parameters seem to influence the stope performance more. In this case, the blasting energy proxy, the stope geometry and orientation, and how the drifts cut the stope faces are probably the most important parameters for determining the stope performance, followed by the presence of faults.

Table VII presents the random forest model’s performance at correctly classifying OB and UB according to the rounded projected distance. This allows the comparison of the model’s OB and UB classification performance according to the projected distance that was measured with the post-mining CMS. The distance was rounded to the lowest unit, creating 10 classes. The model is less accurate in classifying octrees with small OB (0 to 1 m) as OB (61%) but performs very well for classifying octrees with a larger projected distance of OB or UB (over 80%).

This indicates that the locations where large OB and UB occur have certain characteristics quantified by the parameters that indicate that OB and UB will occur in these locations and will reliably identify these octrees as OB or UB. Therefore, given the selection of parameters used, critical portions of the stope are efficiently classified as OB or UB. These locations are key for optimizing the design. These numbers also reflect the quality parameters selected.

In addition, probabilities are generated for the predictions with random forest which enables the user to develop a probabilistic approach to stope design. This means different geometry of the mined shape can be built. The engineer can build a mean and worst-case geometry for assessing the expected stope performance. Therefore, the random forest model is the recommended statistical multivariate model for generating predictions based on the models presented in this paper.
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Testing of the random forest model showed that the predictions are quickly generated (less than five minutes). The process can be interactive, where the engineer generates a prediction and, based on the results, modifies certain parameters to optimize stope performance and obtain a new set of predictions. This can be done for one stope or multiple stopes at once if a certain area or period of mining needs to be analysed. The predictive model is flexible and can be generated for different sectors, types of stope, and be updated over time. Stopes can be added to the model or removed if they are outdated, making sure the stopes in the model are relevant to the stopes being predicted.

This new stope design approach started with collecting mine site data and quantifying parameters at an octree resolution. Through multivariate analysis, an accurate understanding of the stope performance was established and the critical parameters were identified (McFadyen et al., 2023). Stope performance was predicted at an octree’s resolution, as demonstrated in this paper, using a multivariate model. The good quality results of this first attempt at a complete prediction of the stope geometry using a random forest predictive model show the power and possibilities of using multivariate analysis to predict stope performance and spatially visualize what the CMS shape could look like. The standard error is used to create probability shells. As further work is done to refine and define input parameters at an octree resolution, the model can be refined, improving the predictions of the stope geometry.

The predictions could be implemented at the two main stages in the stope design process. There is the long-term design where the design geometry is established and the short-term design, closer to the mining date, where the operational parameters such as the drill rings are established. The selected parameters for the model would vary.

Summary and conclusion

Multivariate statistical models were built using parameters quantified at an octree resolution to predict stope performance; more precisely, predicting the location and magnitude of overbreak (OB) and underbreak (UB) at each point along the design surface. This novel approach significantly increases the capability of mine sites to optimize stope performance at the design stage due to the resolution of the analysis (per octree) and the wide range of parameters considered which are known to impact stope performance. Of the three tested statistical models (PLS, LDA, and random forest), the random forest approach was the most suitable for predicting stope performance at an octree resolution, correctly classifying octrees as OB or UB 67% of the time with the predictions being 65% of the time within 1 m of the actual surface in that location. From the 3D view analysis, 75% of the stope faces (hangingwall, footwall, sidewalls and, crown) that were predicted would have led an engineer to an accurate expectation of the face OB and UB in terms of location and magnitude. These predicted results can be included in the stope design step for optimizing stope performance.

This methodology results in an accurate and site-specific predictive model which is available at the stope design stage. The multivariate approach enables the user to consider multiple critical parameters and their complex relationship to understand the effect on OB and UB locally, and to predict stope performance and CMS shape. This empirical approach is easily applied at any mine site, allowing a complete and good quality database of the sites’ stopes to be built at the same time, making it quick and easy to predict stope performance by simply importing a design geometry or drill-ring design and running the model.
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